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Abstract—While the reconstruction of the control-flow graph of
a binary has received wide attention, the challenge of categorizing
code into defect-free and possibly incorrect remains a challenge
for current static analyses. We present the intermediate language
RREIL and a corresponding analysis framework that is able to
infer precise numeric information on variables without resorting
to an expensive analysis at the bit-level. Specifically, we propose
a hierarchy of three interfaces to abstract domains, namely
for inferring memory layout, bit-level information and numeric
information. Our framework can be easily enriched with new
abstract domains at each level. We demonstrate the extensibility
of our framework by detailing a novel acceleration technique
(a so-called widening) as an abstract domain that helps to find
precise fixpoints of loops.

I. INTRODUCTION

Security auditing has traditionally been forced to consult
the program executables (the “binary”) rather than its source
code for finding vulnerabilities. The sheer size of today’s
software also leads to more complex systems with more de-
fects. Since the corresponding binaries lack any structure that
make a large project manageable, tool support is mandatory
to reverse engineer any real-world software. Current tools like
IDAPro help with the reconstruction of the control-flow graph
(CFG) but often require manual guidance when confronted
with optimized or obfuscated code, malware, etc., due to the
use of code patterns that can only capture a limited set of
compiler idioms. Recent approaches address this shortcoming
by inferring possible values of registers and memory locations
which helps to resolve most indirect jumps [1], [2], [3].
However, the reconstruction of the CFG is only a first step
to finding vulnerabilities. One way forward is the use of
a precise and sound static analysis that is able to identify
large parts of the code as correct so as to focus the security
engineer on potentially vulnerable code fragments. In this
paper, we address this concern by presenting a static analysis
that can infer precise information on memory regions and their
content, thereby helping to prove memory accesses correct.
One challenge is the inference of precise numeric information
to determine the possible pointer offset. It turns out that
many intermediate representations in the literature express
the semantics of native instructions at the bit-level [4], [5]
which often requires expensive SAT solving techniques to
infer numeric range information [6], [7]. We propose to re-use
static analysis techniques such as numeric abstract domains
(intervals [8], linear equations [9] and inequalities [10]) that
have been successfully applied to high-level languages [11].

Employing numeric domains for binary analysis is chal-
lenging as assembler instructions operate on bit vectors whose
numeric value depends on whether the vector is interpreted as
signed or unsigned integer. In particular, certain instructions
such as add or shl have the same bit-level semantics regard-
less of whether their arguments are signed or unsigned. In con-
trast, a relational test a � b translates into different assembler
instruction sequences, depending on the signedness of a; b.
We present an analysis framework that maps native assembler
into a small intermediate language (IL) called RREIL that is
carefully crafted to allow for an easy recovery of numeric
information, especially from relational tests and conversions
between differently sized integers. RREIL is then translated
into an IL on bit-vectors which is, in turn, translated into an
IL on variables over Z. An abstract domain that implements
an analysis thus implements an interface in form of one of
these ILs. For example, an interval domain implements the
IL over Z while a bit-level analysis based on SAT-solving
would implement the IL over bit vectors. We argue that this
hierarchical approach allows for both, efficiency and precision.

While the use of numeric domains is relatively cheap,
termination of fixpoint calculations relies on widening and
narrowing [12]. We argue that narrowing interacts badly with
the reconstruction of the CFG and show how to refine it.

Due to over-approximation, our analysis may warn about
invalid memory accesses that cannot occur in the actual
program; a so-called false positive. Our framework therefore
features a plug-in architecture in which auditors can integrate
special-purpose domains specific to their analysis needs.

In summary, this paper contributes the following:
� the RREIL intermediate language that allows for a con-

cise translation of complex architectures (e.g. x86-64)
into precise numeric domain operations

� a domain hierarchy that separates different concerns of
an analysis and which may be extended by the end user
through a plug-in architecture

� a novel way to perform widening without undue loss of
precision that is particularly suitable for analyses where
the CFG is not known a priori

The paper is organized as follows. The next section details
the grammar and motivation of our RREIL intermediate lan-
guage. Section III describes the different domain types of our
analysis. Section IV details our novel widening for binaries
before Sect. V presents an evaluation. Finally, related work is
presented in Sect. VI before Sect. VII concludes.



II. DESIGNING AN INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE FOR
RELATIONAL ANALYSIS

Mobile devices and other specialized architectures like
PLCs are increasingly used in security critical contexts. Au-
tomatic analysis of these diverse systems requires tools to
abstract from the instruction set of each individual architecture
by using an intermediate language (IL) since simulating the
semantic effect of each instruction of each platform becomes
infeasible. In fact, even when targeting a single platform such
as Intel x86, the semantic effects of over 600 instructions
would have to be simulated. However, each x86 instruction
usually assembles several distinct effects similar to a macro.
Not unlike the decomposition into micro-ops within the pro-
cessor, each instruction is translated into a small intermediate
language (IL) with simple semantics. The next sections moti-
vate the design of a new intermediate language called RREIL.

A. Translation of Comparisons

One goal in the design of such intermediate languages has
been to minimize the number of instructions of the IL required
to represent all native instruction [4], [5]. A small IL promises
a simple analysis, however, small ILs often require clever bit-
shifting and bit-masking operations to model a native instruc-
tion. Consider the following translation of the x86 compare
instruction cmp eax, ebx followed by a conditional jump
jl (jump if less) into the REIL intermediate language [5]
which was the starting point for our RREIL language:

00: and t0 : 3 2, 2147483648 : 3 2, eax : 3 2

01: and t1 : 3 2, 2147483648 : 3 2, ebx : 3 2

02: sub t2 : 6 4, ebx : 3 2, eax : 3 2

03: and t3 : 3 2, 2147483648 : 3 2, t2 : 6 4

04: bsh SF:8, -31 : 3 2, t3 : 3 2

05: xor t4 : 3 2, t1 : 3 2, t0 : 3 2

06: xor t5 : 3 2, t3 : 3 2, t0 : 3 2

07: and t6 : 3 2, t5 : 3 2, t4 : 3 2

08: bsh OF:8, -31 : 3 2, t6 : 3 2

09: and t7 : 6 4, 4294967296 : 6 4, t2 : 6 4

0A: bsh CF:8, -32 : 3 2, t7 : 6 4

0B: and t8 : 3 2, 4294967295 : 6 4, t2 : 6 4

0C: bisz ZF:8, t8 : 3 2

0D: xor t9:8, OF:8, SF:8

0E: jcc t9:8, signed_less : 3 2

This translation converts the compare instruction into
a subtraction sub that stores its intermediate result
in the temporary register t2. Various bit operations
then calculate the sign flag SF = t2[31], overflow flag
OF = (eax[31] � ebx[31]) ^ t2[31], carry flag CF = t2[32],
and zero flag ZF = :(t2[0] ^ : : : ^ t2[31]). Here, bsh is a
bit shift and bisz corresponds to the not operator ! of C.
Suppose that the intention was to test if eax < ebx where
eax and ebx hold signed integers. In this case the subsequent
instruction is a conditional jump testing if SF � OF is one.
This translation is at odds with the need of common static
analyses that infer numeric information on program variables.

These analyses require explicit relational tests to infer precise
bounds on program values that are required to find, for
instance, buffer overflows. The bit-level semantics render
the extraction of these relational tests difficult: recovering
the semantics eax < ebx of the tests requires the analysis
to recover the arithmetic semantics implemented by cmp
by tracing the bit-level calculation of the flags. The implicit
assumption of using bit-level semantics in intermediate
languages seems to be that SAT solving is to be used to
reason about the values of variables. However, using SAT
solving to perform a reachability analysis (in contrast to
inferring single traces) faces scalability problems as soon
as non-trivial loops are analyzed. Even when combining
SAT solving with abstraction to numeric ranges [6], the
resulting analyses only perform well on embedded code
where registers are 8 bit wide. Thus, our aim is to obtain
a scalable analysis by applying the arithmetic semantics
implemented by cmp directly on some numeric abstract
domain. One way forward would be to pattern match the REIL
instruction sequences that implement cmp r1,r2; jl,
cmp r1,r2; jg, etc. However, this approach is
architecture-specific as each instruction set is translated
differently. Furthermore, it fails if an optimizing compiler
inserts instructions between the test and the jump or if
malicious code is considered.

We therefore propose a new variant of REIL [5] called
RREIL (Relational Reverse Engineering Intermediate Lan-
guage) in which flag calculations are translated into arithmetic
instructions if possible. For instance, cmp eax, ebx fol-
lowed by jl translates into RREIL as follows:

00: sub t0 : 3 2, eax : 3 2, ebx : 3 2

01: cmpltu CF:1, eax : 3 2, ebx : 3 2

02: cmpleu CForZF:1, eax : 3 2, ebx : 3 2

03: cmplts SFxorOF:1, eax : 3 2, ebx : 3 2

04: cmples SFxorOForZF:1, eax : 3 2, ebx : 3 2

05: cmpeq ZF:1, eax : 3 2, ebx : 3 2

06: cmplts SF:1, t0 : 3 2, 0 : 3 2

07: xor OF:1, SFxorOF:1, SF:1

08: brc SFxorOF:1, signed_less : 3 2

The comparisons in lines 1 to 6 test for, <;� of unsigned
values, <;� for signed values, equality and if the result
is negative, respectively. The translation creates what we
call virtual flags, that is, flags that are not present in the
processor but which express relational information that can
be conveyed to numeric domains. For instance, SFxorOF is
set iff eax < ebx when eax and ebx are interpreted as signed
integers. The force of this approach is that each arithmetic
test is associated with one flag and, once the conditional
branch is reached, the test matching the flag can be applied to
the numeric abstract domain. Observe that the overflow flag
OF carries no meaningful arithmetic information but is still
calculated to allow bit-level analyses such as SAT solving.

Note that the unsatisfactory translation of relational tests
into REIL is only one reason for our new IL RREIL. Two
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Figure 1. The possible fields of register rax.

other differences, namely that non-Boolean arguments to an
instruction sub, cmpltu, etc., must have the same size and
may be accessed at an offset, implies that our analysis cannot
analyze REIL code. Thus, RREIL is not an extension of REIL;
rather, it is a new IL whose features are carefully chosen to
allow for a precise numeric analysis of the resulting RREIL
code, as detailed in the following sections.

B. Fields in Registers

A thorough understanding of a binary requires the recovery
of memory layout, that is, the location and sizes of variables
on the stack, heap and global memory. Indeed, many analyses
incorporate some sort of memory layout inference [13]. The
idea is to identify sequences of bytes that are modelled by a
single numeric variable in some abstract domain. We extend
this layout inference to registers, thereby enabling the access to
registers with different sizes and offsets which is common on
the x86-32 and x86-64 platforms. One particular oddity of the
x86-64 architecture is the implicit zero-extension when writing
the lower 32 bits of a register. For instance, the instruction
dec eax has the effect of setting the upper 32 bits of rax
to zero and the lower 32 bits to eax� 1. The translation into
RREIL of this instruction (without the calculation of flags) is
as follows:

00: sub rax : 3 2, rax : 3 2, 1 : 3 2

01: mov rax : 3 2 / 3 2, 0 : 3 2

Here, the notation rax:s/o is an access to s bits of rax
starting at bit offset o. In principle, our analysis can infer fields
at any bit offset and of any size. However, the translations of
common register instructions will lead to byte aligned fields as
shown in Fig. 1. Inferring these fields by tracking accesses has
been described in the context of analyzing C programs [14],
[15]. For the sake of an example, suppose that the analysis has
inferred the interval [�2; 2] for eax. The analysis of the two
instructions above will infer the interval [�3; 1] for the lower
half of rax while the interval [0; 0] is inferred for the upper
half of rax. In contrast, if no fields are inferred for registers
and a single numeric variable is used to model the content of
rax, the following translation could be used:

00: sub t0 : 3 2, rax : 3 2, 1 : 3 2

01: zero-extend rax : 6 4, t0 : 3 2

Here, the fictitious instruction zero-extend calculates
the effect of zero-extending the 32-bit value t0 to rax.

However, the best interval for rax in the example would be
[0; 232�4], that is, nearly the full 32-bit unsigned range. Other,
more precise, numeric domains such as polyhedra [10] will
incur a similar precision loss. Thus, modelling registers as a
set of fields leads to an improved precision when employing
numeric abstract domains. This becomes important for vector
instructions which can be translated into a sequence of RREIL
instructions that access the vector register at different offsets.

A challenge arises in the analysis when converting
between differently sized fields as it becomes difficult
to retain precise numeric information. For instance, con-
sider a function f returning unsigned int. The call
unsigned long n = f() followed by n-=3 translates
into the following Intel x86-64 instructions (where the com-
piler has chosen to store n in the register eax):

00: call f
01: mov eax, eax
02: sub rax, 3

Here, the second statement implicitly sets the upper part of
rax to zero which gives rise to the following RREIL code:

00: call f
01: mov rax : 3 2 / 3 2, 0 : 3 2

02: mov rax : 3 2, rax : 3 2

03: sub rax : 6 4, 3 : 6 4

When evaluating the sub instruction, the analysis finds two
32-bit fields that constitute the 64-bits that are to be read.
Depending on the values of the two fields, a new 64-bit field
can be synthesized that holds a precise numeric value. For
instance, given an upper field whose value is tracked by u and
a lower field tracked by l and whose value lies in [0; 232 � 1]
a new 64-bit field c can be created with c = 232u+ l. In the
example, since u = 0, this reduces to c = l. More propagation
rules are developed in [15, Chap. 5].

Although SAT solving can infer range information, these
approaches are less precise than our field-based approach [16,
Ex. 4] nor do they scale [17]. Scalability was one aspect in
the design of RREIL as detailed next.

C. Reducing the Size of RREIL Programs

A major disadvantage in the analysis of binaries is the
output size of the translation into the IL. As illustrated in
Sect. II-A, a simple comparison translates into no fewer
than eight RREIL instructions. Moreover, the translation of
arithmetic instructions creates similarly many assignments to
flags, even though these are usually not tested thereafter. Many
ILs that express the semantics at the bit-level create even
more instructions; consider, for instance, the corresponding
REIL translation of the test with 15 instructions. A simple
liveness analysis followed by a dead code removal can often
eliminate the majority of instructions as their calculated result
is never used. For instance, in the introductory example 12
REIL instructions and only 2 RREIL instructions remain.
Moreover, due to the use of fields in the RREIL language,
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liveness analysis can be performed for each field (rather than
for the whole register), thereby also removing most of the
RREIL instructions generated for the x86-64 instruction set
that model the implicit zero extension of 32-bit arithmetic
instructions. Since liveness is a backward analysis, full dead
code removal can only be done once the complete CFG of a
function is known. However, a partial removal is possible by
assuming that all variables are live after an unresolved branch.
The intend is to allow for memory-intensive analyses on the
binary that are already possible at the C level [11].

D. A Formal Definition of RREIL

We conclude the discussion of translating assembler to
RREIL by a formal definition of the RREIL syntax. A precise
definition is instructive not only for comparisons with other
languages, but also in illustrating how RREIL instructions are
broken down into simpler statements that relate to memory
regions, fields of memory regions and their numeric content.
We commence by presenting the RREIL instructions that con-
cern the read and write access of a memory cell, a conditional
branch, a function call and return instruction (which are jumps
semantically). In all statements, information travels from right
to left, following the Intel convention.

rreil ::=load lval; lval

jstore lval; rval

jbrc condition; rval

jcall rval

jreturn rval

j base-stmt

The right-hand sides of each instruction use the definition
of a writable location lval and an rval, i.e. an expression or
interval where Z1 = Z[f�1;1g. We use the term memory
region for id 2 M which encompasses the set of registers
and temporary variables that are generated during translations.
Each memory region carries the size of the access which must
be the same across an instruction. One of two exceptions to
this rule are flags that are always one bit wide. Memory regions
may carry an optional bit offset written /sz.

condition ::= flagjc c 2 N

lval ::= var

rval ::= varj[l; u] : sz l; u 2 Z1

var ::= id : sz(=sz)? id 2M

flag ::= id : 1 id 2M

sz ::=n n 2 N

These definitions are also used in the rules for arithmetic and
comparisons which are summarized in the base-stmt produc-
tion, presented next. The base-stmt production encompasses
binary operations, comparisons, sign extension and the copy-
ing of values. The binary instructions must be applied to argu-
ments of equal size. Only the arguments of sign-extend
feature different sizes. The comparison statements test for
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Figure 2. The analyzer’s domain hierarchy

equality, for “less or equal” on unsigned and signed values and
for “less than” on unsigned and signed values, respectively.
Both arguments have the same size. Greater-than comparisons
are translated by swapping their arguments.

base-stmt ::= binop lval; rval; rval

j cmpop flag; rval; rval

jsign-extend lval; rval

jmov lval; rval

binop ::=addjsubjmul

jdivjdivsjshljshrjshrs

jmodjandjorjxor

cmpop ::=cmpeqjcmpleujcmples

jcmpltujcmplts

While the 24 RREIL instructions make for a concise lan-
guage, the previous REIL language was even simpler, featuring
only 17 instructions. As illustrated in the next section, the
RREIL language is translated several times during the analysis,
each time turning into a simpler language. Since most end-user
implemented domains will use one of the simpler languages,
we believe that our design is in fact easier on third-party
developers than the original REIL instruction set.
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III. COMBINING ABSTRACT DOMAINS

A static analysis of executables differs from the analysis of
high-level languages in that the CFG is not known a priori.
The CFG, in turn, is necessary to propagate states between
basic blocks and to infer that a fixpoint is reached in each
loop. CFG reconstruction requires the precise inference of
possible jump targets for indirect jumps and calls. In the
case of switch-statements, the generated jump tables can
often be resolved by tracking a finite set of values, a so-
called value-set analysis. Our aim, however, is to implement
more sophisticated analyses that are required to assert, for
instance, the correctness of ordinary pointer accesses such
as those to stack-local arrays which are of particular interest
to the security auditor. Tracking more precise information
and, if required, user-defined information, requires a modular
approach to static analysis with the option of adding new
abstract domains in the form of a plug-in. Our approach to
a modular framework follows the two-tier approach of Astrée
[18] but extends it to four tiers to suit the need of the analysis
of executables. The original two tiers are the memory domain
and numeric domain in Fig. 2. The additional two tiers are
the reverse region map and the wrapping domain that are
detailed below. The interface to each tier is defined by a
grammar with RREIL being the interface to the first two tiers.
Since RREIL allows a calculated address in memory accesses
and indirect jumps, we create memory regions m 2 M and
associate a consecutive range of addresses with m that form a
semantic entity such as a stack frame, heap allocated memory,
a basic block in the code segment or a constant segment. An
RREIL operation on pointers is translated into an operation on
a memory region which is the task of the reverse region map.
In the future it will be responsible for summarizing memory
regions (such as heap regions or stack frames of recursive
calls). We now present the operations on memory regions.

A. Memory Domain

Let X be a set of abstract variables, that map to numeric
values in the current state. The purpose of the memory domain
is to associate ranges of bits of m 2 M with an abstract
variable x 2 X. For instance, the register rax 2 M may
have a variable xl 2 X associated with the bits 0–31, thereby
representing the value of eax and a variable xh 2 X that
represents bits 32–63. Creating fields at fixed offsets is the
task of the field domain in Fig. 2. While registers can only
be accessed at constant offsets, the interface L(memory) also
allows accesses at calculated offsets.

memory ::= base-stmt jmem-test jmem-sup

j lval = region sz
! offset

j region sz
! offset = rval

mem-test ::= flag :
= 0 j flag 6= 0

mem-sup ::=intro region jdrop region

region ::=m m 2M

offset ::=x j sz x 2 X

Here, the C-like sz-bit pointer dereference m
sz
! o accesses

m 2 M at an offset o 2 X. If o maps to a non-constant
value, that is, an interval [l; u], l 6= u, the field domain will
remove all fields overlapping with bits [l; u + s � 1] with
s being the access size from lval or rval. Other domains
are conceivable such as the array domain in Fig. 2 which
summarizes accesses to a range of offsets with a fixed stride
into a single array cell. The figure shows the array domain as
a parent domain of the field domain which means that it can
execute any operation on the field domain while evaluating
m

sz
! o. (Formally, the array domain A and the field domain

F form a cardinal power domain FA [12, Sect. 10.2].) In order
to illustrate the interaction between array and field, consider
the following loop:

struct { short l,h; } m[100];
for (short i=0; i<100; i++)

{ m[i].l = 0; m[i].h = i; }

The loop is first analyzed with i = 0 so that the field
domain will create two fields as a response to m

sz
! 16 = i

and m
sz
! 0 = 0. The second iteration of the fixpoint

computation will execute the loop body with m
sz
! o = i

where o 2 f16; 48g, that is, o = 16+32i, i 2 [0; 1]. The array
domain will observe the non-constant offset and intercept the
assignment before the field domain removes all information
on the inferred fields. Instead, it copies all fields at bits 0�31
to a new summary memory region m0 using an assignment
operation on the field domain. The write operations on the ith
element are then translated to an operation on m0 at offset
o� 32i which is constant, thereby re-using the capabilities of
the field domain, to handle e.g. overlapping fields. The ability
to re-use existing domains is a major benefit in this hierarchical
arrangement. For instance, an end-user might plug-in other
domains such as one tracking the zero characters in a C string
buffer [19] which may, in turn, re-use the array domain.

The remaining operations on the memory domain test flags
(thereby implementing the semantics of conditional branches)
and change the support set (the set of mapped variables) by
introducing and removing memory regions using intro and
drop, respectively.

B. Finite Numeric Domains

The memory domains associates an abstract variable x 2 X
with each field inferred by the field domain or with the size of
an array. The underlying domains map x to possible numeric
values. Each abstract variable represents a finite number of
bits and the operations emitted by the memory region always
access all bits in a variable. The grammar of the interface
L(finite) between memory domains and the wrapping domain
therefore does away with offsets and, in particular, accesses at
non-constant offsets. To this end, it makes use of a production
base-stmtX that correspond to productions base-stmt with
varX ::= x and flagX ::= x substituted for the corresponding
var and flag rules.
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finite ::= base-stmtX j fin-test j fin-sup

jconvert varX varX

fin-test ::= flagX :
= 0 j flagX 6= 0

fin-sup ::=intro sz varX jdrop varX

Note that each variable x 2 X in the finite domain has a
fixed bit size. This size is specified when creating a variable
using intro. Analogous to the requirement in RREIL that
every operation must use the same size for all arguments, each
operation in L(finite) may only use variables of equal size.
Exceptions are the result of comparisons, the sign-extend
operation and the new operation convert. The latter is used
to strip off most significant bits or to zero-extend a variable.

In order to infer strong relational invariants, such as in-
equality relations between variables, we translate operations
over Z2w to abstract domains over Z. Since some operations
such as add and shl carry no signedness information, it is not
possible to simply check for overflow after each assignment.
Thus, we interpret each value v 2 Z of x 2 X in the numeric
domain as v mod 2w in the finite domain, assuming that x
was introduced as having w bits. In this interpretation, no
checks for overflow are required for linear numeric trans-
formations [20]. Linear transformations, in turn, are exactly
those assembler instructions that carry no sign information.
As an example, consider an unsigned 4-bit variable x 2 X

for which the numeric domain tracks an interval [13; 15]
corresponding to the finite interpretations 1101b; 1110b; 1111b.
A left-shift by one bit is a multiplication by two and leads to
the interval [26; 30]. Interpreting these values mod 24 yields
the bit patterns 1010b; 1011b; 1100b; 1101b; 1110b which is a
sound approximation of the possible set of bit-patterns (which
excludes the second and forth pattern).

The arguments of relational tests and other operations whose
semantics depend on sign information (e.g. shr and shrs)
are checked if their values lie in the range of the corresponding
signed or unsigned w-bit integer. If not, they need to be
adjusted which might involve further approximation [20].
These translations are performed by the wrapping domain
shown in Fig. 2 which itself executes required operations on
the Z domains. Recently, the use of SAT solvers has become
increasingly popular in the context of synthesizing transfer
functions [17]. Such solutions can be implemented against
the L(�nite) interface and may query the (wrapped) range
of variables through the wrapping domain. In particular, this
setup allows for expensive, SAT-based bit-level analyses to
only track variables that participate in bit-level operations and
leave the tracking of other variables to the numeric domains.

C. Numeric Domains over Z

The interface to the numeric domains features standard
operations on variables ranging over Z and is given by the
language L(zeno), defined as follows:

zeno ::= zeno-stmt j zeno-test j zeno-sup

zeno-stmt ::= lval = lin binop lin

j lval = zeno-test

j lval = lin = d d 2 N

j lval = [l; u] l; u 2 Z1

zeno-test ::=lin relop 0

zeno-sup ::=intro lval jdrop lval

binop ::= � j � j%j >>

relop ::=
:
= j 6

:
= j < j �

lval ::=x; x 2 X

lin ::=
X

i

aixi + c
xi 2 X

ai; c 2 Z

The language is comprised of statements, tests and instruc-
tions to modify the set of mapped variables. A statement sets
a variable to the result of a binary operation, a test, a linear
operation with divisor d or an interval. No bit-level binary
operators are allowed as they cannot reasonably be expressed
using numeric domains that model a convex state space.
While common bit-level identities such as xorx; x � 0, are
substituted in the wrapping domain, usually only an interval
approximation is substituted, e.g. andx; y � 0 if x = [0; 0]
or y = [0; 0] in the numeric domain.

A test cmpleu f; x1; x2 translates to f = x1 � x2 � 0
whenever the current values of xi lie within their unsigned
range. Otherwise, the result is approximated to e.g. f = x1�
x2� 256 in the case that x2 2 [0; 255] and x1 2 [256; 511] or
to f = [0; 1] in the worst case.

The simplicity of the numeric interface allows for a mod-
ular combination of domains described in the literature. One
interesting variation is our affine domain in Fig. 2 that tracks
equalities in a normal form of an upper-triangular matrix using
some fixed ordering on the variables X. When calculating the
join of two domains with n rows, the normal form makes it
possible to extract only the m equalities that differ, which is
possible in O(m) rather than O(jXj) [11]. Furthermore, if an
equality x = y + z + 5 is stored then the variable x is fully
determined and thus does not have to be stored in the child
domains, leading to a smaller support set of the underlying
domains narrowing . . . interval. This factoring trick also
simplifies many linear operations. For instance, the assignment
x = x + 1 is evaluated by inlining existing equalities into
the right-hand side, yielding x = y + z + 6, and replacing
the previous definition of x. Since x is only known in the
affine domain, no operation on the child domain is necessary.
Since binary programs exhibit many equality relations (e.g.
between registers and fields on the stack) our implementation
of the well-known affine domain [9] thereby improves the
performance of the analysis.

Since abstract domains tracking intervals and congruences
[21] are well-known, we turn to the narrowing and predicate
domains that allow the inference of precise loop bounds.
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IV. INFERENCE OF NUMERIC LOOP INVARIANTS

The driving force behind our framework is the precise
numeric analysis of variable valuations in order to classify
the majority of memory access as correct, thereby alleviating
the need for further inspection by the security auditor. One
challenge in the analysis of binaries is that conditionals in
high-level programs are translated into a test setting certain
flags and a conditional jump. One way to link test and jump is
to perform forward substitution of the flag assignments into the
conditional jump [2]. This approach fails when the arguments
to the test are modified before the conditional jump, a situation
that may arise as a result of a compiler optimization. One fix is
to apply any modification to the tested register to the relational
test that is being propagated forward. Our analyzer pursues this
approach in a less ad-hoc way by tracking all observed tests
in a symbolic abstract domain dubbed predicate in Fig. 2. In
order to illustrate this process, consider the following RREIL
statements:

01: cmpltu CF:1, eax : 3 2, 64 : 3 2

02: add eax : 3 2, eax : 3 2, 1 : 3 2

03: brc CF:1, loop : 3 2

The purpose of the predicate domain is to track assignments
to flags symbolically, thus, it stores CF = eax<100 after the
first statement. The second statement increments a variable that
is mentioned in the symbolic expression, thereby rendering
this expression invalid. Rather than removing all information,
any linear assignment and transformation is simply applied to
the symbolic information, leading to CF = eax<101 in the
example. Once the conditional jump leads to test CF :

= 1 on
the memory domain, the predicate domain also executes the
test eax<101 on its child domains, thereby making the effect
of the indirect test explicit.

A. The Widening/Narrowing Approach

One challenge when inferring bounds of variables is
the treatment of loops. In order to ensure termina-
tion, the classic approach is to apply widening, pos-
sibly followed by narrowing [10]. We illustrate the
widening/narrowing approach by extending the exam-
ple above to a loop that implements the C statement
for(int i=0; i<100; i++) {/*body */}:

000: mov eax : 3 2, 0 : 3 2

001: /* body */
n+1: cmpltu CF:1, eax : 3 2, 64 : 3 2

n+2: add eax : 3 2, eax : 3 2, 1 : 3 2

n+3: brc CF:1, 001 : 3 2

The basic block starting at address 001 has two incoming
edges, namely one from address 000 where eax = 0 and one
from n+3 where eax = 1 after the first iteration. Joining these
states as intervals leads to eax = [0; 1]. The idea of widening
is now to enforce a fixpoint by extrapolating the change at
address 001. From the states eax = [0; 0] in the first and

eax = [0; 1] in the second iteration, widening discards the up-
per bound since it is unstable such that eax = [0;1]. A further
iteration with this state leads to eax = [0; 100]. Rather than
merely joining this state to the widened state eax = [0;1],
the analyzer replaces this state with eax = [0; 100], a process
called narrowing. Although, this approach often leads to good
(post-)fixpoints, it has the disadvantage that any statements in
the loop body (stored at addresses 001 to n) are analyzed at
least once with eax = [0;1] which can lead to imprecise
results [22]. Worse, at n+ 1 the wrapping domain will check
if eax is in the range of a signed integer and set eax to
[�231; 231�1] since this is not the case. The latter implies that
the analysis would not be able to even infer that eax is positive
as it assumes that it may wrap. Further show-stoppers are
indirect jumps to addresses read from an array that is indexed
using eax. Analyzing such a jump with eax 2 [�231; 231�1]
requires the CFG reconstruction to ignore this branch which
would constitute an unsound under-approximation.

B. Tracking Redundant Tests for Narrowing

In order to avoid the analysis of the loop body with a
temporarily over-approximated state, we include a narrowing
domain in the hierarchy shown in Fig. 2 that is able to
restrict the numeric state immediately after widening. The
key principle is to track all tests being evaluated, that is, all
tests that the predicate domain performs on its child domain
as a result of a flag being tested. In the example above, the
predicate domain translates the test of the carry flag CF

:
= 1

to the test eax�101 < 0 on the underlying narrowing domain.
Each test is added to a set of observed tests O, in the example,
O = feax� 101 < 0g. For the state in which the conditional
branch would not be taken, the predicate domain translates
CF

:
= 0 to eax >= 101 which is added to the set O of

the narrowing domain at n + 4. As in the predicate domain,
linear transformations are applied to the tests in O while other
transformations that affect an observed test o 2 O will discard
o. In other words, the invariant of the relations in O is that
they hold in the current state.

In order to retain this invariant when joining states at points
where the control flow merges, the join operation of the
narrowing domain checks all tests that do not hold on both
branches. Each such test lin relop 0 is checked if it holds in
the other domain. If so, the test is carried over into the joined
state. Reconsider the merge of the control-flow at address 001.
Here, two test sets O1 = ; and O2 = feax < 101g are to
be joined. The result O0 = feax < 101g contains the test
eax < 101 as it holds after address 000 since eax = 0.

For each cycle in the CFG, the fixpoint engine applies
widening instead of join in order to ensure termination. The
difference to the join operation is that domains that model
state that can increase indefinitely (such as intervals which
may map a variable to the states [0; 0]; [0; 1]; [0; 2], etc.) have
to extrapolate this change in a way that infinitely increasing
chains of states are no longer possible. When widening the
narrowing domain, it will first widen its child domain and
afterwards apply all tests in O to the child domain. In the
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example, the interval domain is asked to widen the states
where eax is [0; 0] and the state where it is [0; 1] which results
in an interval domain with eax being [0;1]. Applying the
tests in O0 = feax < 101g restricts the interval domain to
eax being [0; 100]. In the next loop iteration, a fixpoint will
be found with eax � 99 within the loop body and eax = 100
at address n + 4. Thus, the novel tracking of observed tests
for narrowing can avoid the problematic precision loss that is
especially damaging in the analysis of binaries.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We have implemented the presented analysis framework in
Java with a front-end for x86-32 and x86-64 with ARM and
AVR front-ends in progress. In contrast to other analyzers [3],
[23] that build a single graph, we store a separate CFG for each
function. A new function is generated when a call instruction
is followed. This graph is augmented using a recursive descent
strategy until a ret instruction is encountered. Thus, a jump
into the body of a different function or into the middle of an
already decoded instruction augments the graph. A jump to
the address of an already decoded instruction of the current
function merely creates a new edge. Our tool is able to exactly
decode obfuscation examples given in [3], [24] in which the
executed instructions are not those that e.g. IDA Pro decodes.
The example in [24] shown as ret-obfus in Table I alters
the return address thereby violating the assumption that exe-
cution resumes after a call instruction. The example in [3],
dubbed insn-alias, decodes a mov instruction consisting
of 5 bytes at an address a and later indirectly jumps to a+ 1
which then decodes a call instruction.

While a static analysis necessarily over-approximates the
set of possible jump targets, our tool is precise enough to
infer exact targets for each indirect jump in the examples.
Other heuristic-based approaches like IDA Pro or the ma-
chine learning approach in [24] not only over-approximate
the possible targets but may also miss jump targets thereby
potentially hiding the presence of malicious behavior which,
in turn, hampers the analysis of malware.

The examples msum and asum in Table I perform matrix
and array element summation. They evaluate our narrowing
that is implemented as part of the numeric domain hierarchy.
In both examples the analyzer recovered precise bounds for
all index variables occurring in the (nested) loops.

All times in Table I were taken on a 2.4 GHz Core i5
machine running Linux. Although these examples are rather
small, they still demand sophisticated analyses techniques and
therefore demonstrate the abilities of our framework. Each
double column in the table shows the analysis time, the mem-
ory usage, the number of RREIL instructions and the number
of original x86 instructions. The starred columns show the
effect of the liveness analysis on the RREIL translation. Dead-
code removal indeed halves the number of RREIL instructions
while the analysis time reduces considerably more (except for
test case mul). Although considerable care has been taken to
reduce the impact of JVM start-up time, the running times
should be taken with a grain of salt.

A. Call Obfuscation Example

In order to demonstrate the utility of our tool in the context
of understanding executables, we show how the static analysis
of the program state helps in the reconstruction of the CFG.
The following X86-32 assembler fragment demonstrates a
simple call/return-obfuscation. The employed technique
is known as return-oriented programming [25].

When analyzing the example, it turns out that the instruc-
tions at addresses 0b and 10 are actually unreachable. Provid-
ing a correct disassembly requires the inference of numeric
information and the memory layout of the processors stack to
determine the follow-up instruction after the call at address 06.
Disassemblers that use a simple linear sweep approach and the
heuristic that execution will continue after a call instruction
will produce the following instruction sequence:

// main
00: 8d 35 14 00 00 00: lea esi, [14]
06: e9 06 00 00 00 : call 11
// the following two instructions are
// unreachable and could even be data
0b: b8 02 00 00 00 : mov eax, 2
10: c3 : ret
// trampoline
11: 58 : pop eax
12: 56 : push esi
13: c3 : ret
// callee
14: b8 01 00 00 00 : mov eax, 1
19: c3 : ret

The first instruction at offset 0 saves the address of the
callee to register esi; the second instruction calls the
trampoline function that passes control-flow to the pointer
in esi. The real call to callee is hidden in a sequence
of pop, push and ret instructions. The following listing
presents the correct disassembly, with basic blocks that form
a function grouped together (as done by our analysis):

// main
00: 8d 35 14 00 00 00: lea esi, [14]
06: e9 06 00 00 00 : call 11
// (inlined) callee
14: b8 01 00 00 00 : mov eax, 1
15: c3 : ret
// trampoline
11: 58 : pop eax
12: 56 : push esi
13: c3 : ret

The translation to RREIL code makes every side-effect
of native instructions visible and, thus, we will present the
translation after the removal of dead code. RREIL addresses
are encoded using the special notation x:y where x denotes
the underlying native instruction’s address and y the RREIL
sub-offset (one native instruction translates to several RREIL
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benchmark time (ms) memory (Mb) RREIL Instr. x86 Instr.
* * *

ret–obfus 23 10 8 9 39 18 9
insn-alias 27 14 15 15 91 56 32
msum 209 68 35 27 157 48 26
asum 43 15 23 19 71 24 13
isquare 136 25 18 13 43 10 8
mul 348 232 211 180 3704 1094 527

Table I
ANALYZED EXAMPLES

instructions). Using sub-offsets allows for defining loops that
are required for the translation of X86 instructions using the
repz and repnz prefixes. The example translates into the
following RREIL code which is discussed below:

// main
00.00: mov esi : 3 2, 14 : 3 2

06.00: sub esp : 3 2, esp : 3 2, 4 : 3 2

06.01: store esp : 3 2, 0b : 3 2

06.02: call 11 : 3 2

// (inlined) callee
14.00: mov eax : 3 2, 1 : 3 2

19.00: load t0 : 3 2, esp : 3 2

19.01: add esp : 3 2, esp : 3 2, 4 : 3 2

19.02: return t0 : 3 2

// trampoline
11.00: load t0 : 3 2, esp : 3 2

11.01: add esp : 3 2, esp : 3 2, 4 : 3 2

11.02: mov eax : 3 2, t0 : 3 2

12.00: mov t0 : 3 2, esi : 3 2

12.01: sub esp : 3 2, esp : 3 2, 4 : 3 2

12.02: store esp : 3 2, t0 : 3 2

13.00: load t0 : 3 2, esp : 3 2

13.01: add esp : 3 2, esp : 3 2, 4 : 3 2

13.02: return t0 : 3 2

Lines 06.00 - 06.02 show the translation of the x86 call
instruction into RREIL. First, the address of the native in-
struction immediately following the call is saved on top of
the stack, then control is transferred to the target function.
From line 11.00 onwards, the saved return address is replaced
inside the trampoline function by the address given in esi.
Here, the first two triplets of RREIL instructions corresponds
to the x86-32 instruction pop eax, push esi. The ret
instruction then pops it’s destination address from the stack
which in this case is not the address of the caller main but
the value stored earlier in the register esi.

In this example, the trampoline function uses stack ma-
nipulation to obfuscate what would be a direct jump/call
to the passed-in function pointer. The code from the native
address 11 onwards is never decoded by our analysis and thus
cannot cause disassembly warnings or precision losses due to
invalid opcodes or branches to arbitrary memory. An analysis

that reconstructs one function at a time would assume that
call returns and thus evaluate mov eax, 2; ret thereby
inferring that the function can return with eax = 2.

Indeed, running this example in IDA Pro 6.1.110415 [26]
yields this interpretation, namely, the disassembly given in the
first listing. IDA Pro is not able to infer that instructions 0b
and 10 are actually unreachable (or possibly data) nor does
it emit a warning or stop its stack-pointer analysis. While the
two unreachable instructions seem harmless, the bytes could
have used to branch to a different part of the program, possibly
leading to an explosion of the function CFG.

We conclude by a discussion of related work.

VI. RELATED WORK

While many static analyses for executables exist, most of
them do not raise above the abstraction level of our L(finite)
interface which precludes the use of classic numeric domains
that assume that variables range over Z. The latter domains,
however, are particularly attractive as they have been shown to
scale up to the analysis of large-scale C programs comprising
several 100kLOC [11]. When analyzing C rather than binaries,
the result of each assignment can be checked for overflow
since the types of the high-level language indicate if signed
or unsigned arithmetic is used. This distinction is lost for
many assembler instructions. For instance, add, sub and
shl carry no signedness information. This difficulty seems
to be reason enough for products such as CodeSurfer/x86
[23] to consider numeric domains ranging over Z2w , that is,
domains that perform operations over a modulus ring, in order
to calculate the input/output behavior of a basic block [16].
Interestingly, it is possible to synthesize transfer functions for
a complete basic block that very accurately model bit-level
operations composed of xor and shl [17]. However, this
technique requires expensive SAT solving and does not scale to
64-bit architectures [16]. Moreover, it is neither modular since
every new property has to be added to the Boolean formula
passed to the SAT solver nor are the results easy to interpret.
Note that SAT solving methods can still be integrated in our
framework using the finite domain interface in Fig 2. Indeed,
by only tracking variables defined by bit-level operations and
using numeric domains to query and update other variables,
much smaller Boolean formulae can be obtained.

Another challenging aspect of analyzing low-level code, be
it C or assembler, is the reconstruction of the memory layout.
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Our approach of using field inference [14] for registers seems
novel and is conceptually simpler than approaches based on
program transformation [27].

The problems of applying widening in the context of
binary analysis has attracted little attention so far. It has
been observed that narrowing after widening may lead to a
precision loss in domains whose transfer functions depend on
the values of variables [22]. The reconstruction of the CFG can
be thought of as such a domain: If the pointer offset into a
table of jump goals is temporarily unrestricted after widening,
the set of possible jump targets is meaningless and the analysis
cannot continue. Our approach of gathering constraints with
which the widened state is narrowed is therefore crucial when
analysing malware or more sophisticated programming styles.

Future work on our framework will address the design of
further abstract domains enabling, for example, the analysis
of string buffers [19] and more expressive numeric domains.
Another challenging aspect is to distil an interface that al-
lows for plugging-in modules that translate from L(rreil)
to L(base-stmt) which would enable different strategies to
analyse the functions of a program. Currently, we only perform
semantic inlining, that is, we re-analyse a function for each
new call-site.

VII. CONCLUSION

The paper proposed a modular framework for a reachability
analysis of executable programs. It improves upon previous
work in that it provides an interface for inferring structural,
bit-level and numeric information, thereby allowing the design
of simple abstract domains at each level that are nevertheless
able to communicate across these interfaces. New abstract
domains can be added to improve the precision of the analysis;
this technique was demonstrated by presenting a new form
of widening. The experimental results show that the achieved
precision matches that of current heuristic-based approaches.
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